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Drag and Wake Modification of Axisymmetric Bluff Bodies
Using Coanda Blowing
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This work investigates the ability of Coanda jet blowing to modify the base pressure of a cylindrical body
aligned axially in a flow, and thereby, produce overall drag reduction. It is found that blowing through one or
two slot jets concentric to the outer body circumference can significantly influence the entire base flow region.
The recirculating wake is eliminated and is replaced by freestream fluid entrained by the Coanda blowing. Base
pressure rises significantly and leads to drag reduction of up to 30% beyond the thrusting action of the Coanda
jet. A comparison between the power savings through drag reduction and the power requirement of the Coanda
jet demonstrates that net benefits are attainable at certain body geometries and flow conditions. By judiciously
selecting the jet blowing velocity, it is possible to produce a nearly flat wake velocity profile requiring little net
power.

RAG reduction of immersed bodies is a subject with a
long history, leading to the early concept of streamlining.
The net drag force on a body may be considered the sum of
viscous drag and pressure drag forces. For streamlined aerodynamic and hydrodynamic bodies, the pressure drag is small,
and current research is directed towards the application of
laminar flow control (e.g., suction), turbulent viscous drag
reduction [e.g., riblets and large eddy breakup devices
(LEBUs)], and the use of nonlinear aerodynamics for induced
drag reduction (e.g., winglets or crescent wing planforms).
For bluff bodies, on the other hand, streamlining is usually
not an option for reducing drag because the bluff shape is
often dictated by other constraints. This situation is particularly true for trucks, buses, and most automobiles. For bluff
bodies then, where pressure drag dominates, drag reduction
is primarily through base flow modification, including flow
separation control using airfoils, the use of plates, cavities,
base bleed, and suction/blowing.
Bluff bodies may be considered of two general classifications—high and low aspect ratio. The former may be modeled
as bodies of large span relative to a characteristic height, and
are generally two-dimensional in nature. Examples would be
the classic cylinder in crossflow, or a symmetric airfoil with
a thick, blunt trailing edge. Drag reduction for such bodies
has been performed 1 " 3 with drag reductions of up to 64%
reported in the literature.
Low aspect ratio bodies have also been studied. Such bodies
are characterized by three-dimensionality or axisymmetry, with
a sphere being the classic example. Other examples would be
cylinders of rectangular or circular cross section aligned axially
in the flow direction. Work on drag reduction of such bodies
has been reported in Refs. 4-12. A variation of these studies
would include inclined base regions such as fast-back automobiles and cargo transport aircraft. During the energy crisis
of the seventies, renewed interest in vehicle drag led to many
important new findings which are summarized in the books

of Sovran et al., l3 Hucho,l4 and the references contained therein.
For the specific case of truck drag reduction, a general consensus from such work is that while considerable drag reduction was accomplished by changes to the front end of such
bodies (e.g., fairings), there have been few practical solutions
to the problem of drag reduction associated with the aft end
of the body, i.e., base drag reduction. Recently, Modi et al. 15
have demonstrated that judiciously positioned spinning cylinders can lead to drag reductions of as much as 27% for a
tractor/trailer configuration. It is also claimed that the power
requirements are negligible for such a system.
In this work, we attempt to use Coanda jet blowing 16 IS to
affect the base flow of a bluff body, and therefore, produce
drag reduction. For simplicity we have chosen a cylinder of
circular cross section with its axis aligned in the flow direction.
Drag coefficients, base pressures, wake profiles, and power
requirements are described below. There is some similarity
between the present work and the earlier body of work on
blowing on airfoils ly - for circulation control; however, the
airfoil studies generally emphasized increases in lift and drag
that would be desirable for STOL applications. Lockwood23
applied Coanda blowing to circular cylinders for possible STOL
applications with Ghee and Leishman 24 reporting on unsteady
Coanda blowing applied to the circular cylinder. An excellent
review of related work can be found in the text by Chang,25
with more recent summaries in Refs. 26-28.
The Coanda jet has also seen recent renewed interest. Wood
and Roberts29 have used leading-edge blowing and the Coanda
effect to demonstrate flow control on delta wings. Juvet and
Reynolds30 have demonstrated the Coanda jet's ability to control round jet flows. Commercially, the Coanda effect has
been used in combustion applications such as the BPINDAIR
flare31 for oil refineries. Aerospace applications include the
new McDonnell-Douglas Corporation helicopter design, the
NOTAR (for No TAil Rotor),32 in which the conventional
tail rotor is replaced by Coanda jet blowing around the tail
boom.
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The model used to test the possible drag reducing qualities
of the Coanda jet is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It consisted
of a 24-cm- (9i-in.-) long by 10.8-cm- (4i-in.-) diam cylinder
with a matching streamlined 10.2-cm- (4-in.-) long nosepiece.
Several different geometries were tested on the body base.
One rear had a 0.30-mm- (0.012-in.-) circumferential slot (left
insert, Fig. 1) to which could be attached four back plates to
study the effect of radius of curvature upon the base flow and
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Fig. 1 Sketch of model showing detail of Coanda jet and various body rears.

drag modification. Three of the back plates were cut with
9.5-, 12.7-, and 25.4-mm (K 4-, and i-in.) radii, and the fourth
plate cut square with no radius for use as a comparison. A
second rear was designed and cut with two concentric blowing
slots (right insert, Fig. 1). It was based upon a 12.7-mm(i-in.-) radius corner, but included a secondary blowing slot
designed to meet the flow from the first slot tangentially at
45 deg along the 90-deg arc. The outer slot width was 0.25
mm (0.010 in.), and the inner slot width was 0.19 mm (0.007
in.). The outer slot of this rear could be taped off leaving only
the inner slot at 45 deg. This was done to determine whether
or not the ambient flow could close itself with a "boat tailing"
effect33 over the first half of the turn and then be entrained
by the Coanda blowing for the second half. Care was taken
to ensure that the radii were tangent to the jet blowing direction for all geometries. The specific design of the Coanda
jet exits followed the general rules outlined in Rodman
et al.34
The body was held centrally in the 45.7- x 45.7-cm (18x 18-in.) test section of a closed circuit wind tunnel. Drag
(or thrust) of the model was transmitted by a 12.7-mm(i-in.-) o.d. tube, bolted internally to the body, to a force
transducer located under the test section via a precision pivot
and moment arm. This tube also served as the pathway for
directing the pressure tubing out of the body. Stagnation,
static, and base pressures (Fig. 1) were read on a standard
bank of manometers.
Parallel to the support tube was the air supply tube for
Coanda blowing. Regulated compressed air entered an internal manifold in the model, then passed through eight 12.7mm- (4-in.-) diam holes, a section of foam (for turbulence
management), and out through the rear body slot or slots to
form the Coanda jet. Both of the tubes leading from the floor
of the test section to the body were encased in a single hardwood airfoil to reduce their parasitic drag. The maximum flow
possible with the present setup was approximately 0.85 m-Y

min (30 ftYmin), but this value varied with rear geometry due
to variable pressures drops in the body caused by different
slot widths. The volumetric flow was measured with a calibrated Meriam laminar flow element. Coanda flow velocities
could be regulated between 0 and about 150 m/s (maximum
jet velocity also varied with the slot area of the given back),
while tunnel speeds used were 20, 30, 40, and 50 m/s, the
latter being the maximum tunnel speed; based on body diameter, the corresponding Reynolds numbers varied from 1.4
x 10s to 3.6 x 10s.
An important detail in this work is that the incoming pressurized air induces moments which might affect the drag measurements. To minimize these moments caused by the incoming flow, a special design was adopted whereby the air entered
normal to the axis of the support pivot, before being internally
redirected to the air supply tube. In addition, a static calibration in which the flow was discharged perpendicular to the
line of action on the pivot and force transducer was used to
eliminate any residual moments due to the air supply system.
Overall, we estimate the measured drag to be good to within
5%. No corrections are made for tunnel blockage effects in
the results shown below.

Results
The variable parameters in the data accumulation were: the
back installed on the body (s-in. radius, 3-in. radius, 1-in.
radius, square, double slots, and inner slot acting at 45 deg),
the Coanda jet flow rate, and the tunnel velocity. Raw data
at each condition included the effective drag measured on the
force transducer, the pressure profile on the back face of the
body, and wake velocity profiles taken behind the body at a
distance of one body diameter using a Kiel probe. Three
special cases were examined more closely: 1) that of zero
Coanda jet flow, 2) Coanda jet flow such that the jet flow
velocity was twice the ambient velocity, and 3) Coanda jet
flow such that the combined effects of jet thrusting and drag
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reduction placed the body at a condition of zero net drag (i.e.,
the force transducer experiences the same loading as it would
with the body in still air). Results are described next.
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Drag Coefficients

Figure 2 shows the immediate benefit of the Coanda effect
using a base plate with curvature over a base plate with no
curvature for the specific case of zero tunnel velocity. This
dimensional plot shows the measured thrust vs the Coanda
jet velocity. In this and all subsequent plots, the symbols
represent measured data which have been joined by straight
line segments. At jet velocities exceeding approximately 50
m/s, the additional benefit of the Coanda jet, shown by the
difference between the radiused back and square back curves,
is apparent. The line labeled "theory" is the theoretical thrust
of a round jet of equal exit area and velocity as the existing slot jet and is shown for comparison. Note that beyond
50 m/s the theoretical curve differs from the square back curve
as significant base recirculation (and low pressure) is induced
by the peripheral slot configuration of the jet. Since this is
the case, the square back offers a poor comparison for judging
the performance of the Coanda effect and alternate means of
qualifying the result will be developed later.
Figure 3a shows the drag coefficient CD of the body plotted
as a function of jet velocity normalized by the ambient flow
velocity. A clear and expected reduction in CD is seen in the
graph. Plotted are the square back, the one slot i-in.-radius
back, and the two slot back for a tunnel velocity of 30 m/s.
The square back is seen to never achieve zero drag; the curved
backs show better results than the square back, and do indeed
achieve zero drag. Two slot blowing is seen to be superior to
single slot blowing. At a speed ratio of about 2, the drag
coefficient has been halved for the two slot configuration. At
zero jet velocity there is a noticeable drag reduction dependent upon base geometry. Figure 3b shows the effect of changing the tunnel speed from 20 to 50 m/s for two slot back.
There is an improvement in performance with increasing speed
suggesting some (weak) Reynolds number effect on the results. At higher tunnel speeds, we were unable to supply the
flow rate required for high jet to tunnel speed ratios. Figure
3c compares the results of using a single inner slot, single
outer slot, or both slots at 30 m/s. The single inner slot is seen
to lead to a curious large increase in drag not found in the
other two cases; we have no explanation for this effect. The
declining drag coefficients seen in Fig. 3 are unclear concerning the actual drag reducing capabilities of Coanda blowing owing to the difficulty in separating the reduction of the
drag coefficient due to "true" drag reduction from that due
to thrusting of the jet.

c)

o = 30m/s)

Fig. 3 Drag coefficient as function of jet to tunnel velocity ratio: a)
Vy_ = 30 m/s, two slots, ?-in. radius with single slot, square hack; b)
Vy. = 20, 30, 40, 50 m/s, two slots; and c) Vv = 30 m/s, single inner
slot, single outer slot, two slots.
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Fig. 2 Measured thrust force for the square and i-in. radius back
with outer slot at zero tunnel velocity.

A clearer presentation of the results is a dimensional plot
(Fig. 4) comparing the change in the load cell measurements
at nonzero tunnel speed (the thrust + drag reduction) to the
change in load cell measurement at zero tunnel speed (the
thrust only). The two-slotted back returned the overall best
results, as we shall see again later in a power consumption
analysis, and was therefore selected for this plot. There is a
visible benefit gained when the Coanda effect combines with
a nonzero ambient flow. The actual drag benefit is the difference between the nonzero ambient velocity and zero
ambient velocity curves. There is a 25% drag benefit for the
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Fig. 4 Thrust and drag reduction (i.e., the net effect of the Coanda
jet on the body) at tunnel speeds 0, 30, and 50 m/s. Test section
conditions at atmospheric pressure and room temperature.

30 m/s tunnel speed case with jet velocity twice the ambient
flow velocity, and a 30% drag benefit for the 50 m/s tunnel
speed case with the same jet flow criterion. Geometries other
than the two slot showed less significant results. The single
outer slot radiused backs all produced nearly identical data,
indicating a very weak dependence upon radius of curvature
over the range tested. At 30 m/s, the 3-in.-radius back showed
a 20% benefit, but this was less than and extended over a
smaller range of jet flow velocities than did the two slot back.
The single inner slot proved ineffective as a drag modifier.
All results shown above were for laminar boundary layers
along the body; tripping the boundary layer downstream of
the nosepiece produced essentially the same results.
Power Requirements

3

While drag reductions and power savings occur, a certain
amount of power is required to generate the Coanda jet. In
order to gain better insight into the overall power benefits of
base Coanda blowing, we define an idealized dimensionless
number, the power ratio
PR = (D() - D)VJ(±mjVj)

where D is the drag force of the body and the subscript 0
refers to the no jet blowing condition. The numerator represents the drag power saved (change in drag force x freestream velocity) as a result of blowing, while the denominator
represents the ideal power required to supply the Coanda jet
(3 x mass flow rate x jet velocity squared), assuming an
initial state of zero velocity. If instead of using the Coanda
effect one were to ideally discharge the jet fluid downstream,
then the change in drag force (D{] — D) would simply be the
jet thrust rhjVj. Substituting this into the above expression
yields the PR for a conventional thrusting jet:

PR, = 2VJVj
Comparisons will be made below between the actual performance using the Coanda jet (PR) and calculated performance assuming a conventional jet discharge (PR,.).
Figures 5a and 5b present the power ratio results for several
of the cases tested. Figure 5a shows results for the double
slotted configuration at 30 and 50 m/s. Figure 5b shows results
for the outer slot, inner slot, and square back, respectively,
at 30 m/s. It should be noted in these plots that we are comparing the measured PRs against those calculated assuming
no losses (PR,.). The measured power ratios exceed the con-

b)

4

5

(Voo = 30 m/s)

Fig. 5 Power ratio as defined in text for several body geometries and
flow conditions: a) Vv. = 30 m/s, two slot back; V.,. = 50 m/s, two slot
back and b) Vy_ = 30 m/s, 3-in. radius with single slot back; V., = 30
m/s, inner slot at 45 deg; V.,. = 30 m/s, square back.

ventional power ratios over ranges on several of the plots,
and represent beneficial performance of the Coanda jet. Best
results are for the two slotted geometry, and there is a Reynolds number effect causing somewhat better performance at
higher Reynolds number values. At very low jet velocities the
PR becomes very unstable as its denominator varies as Vf,
hence, at low jet velocities, we see the PR approaching from
either a very high or very low value.
Base Pressure and Flow

Pressure profiles taken along the base of the body indicate
the effectiveness of the Coanda blowing strategy at closing
the low pressure wake along the rear face, thus decreasing
the pressure component of the drag force. Readings taken
from seven static pressure taps positioned on the rear face,
spaced at 6.35-mm (0.25-in.) intervals from the body centerline toward the body edge, are presented in Fig. 6. On the
plot, data from the two slotted base is presented and the
tunnel speed was 30 m/s. The case with no blowing (circles)
clearly shows the low pressure region at the base of the body;
such a profile is typical of any such bluff body.35 Under the
condition that the jet velocity is twice the ambient velocity
(the squares), it can be seen that the low base pressure region
has been very nearly eliminated. On the PR plots it is apparent
that at this point the power benefits are above those predicted
for an idealized non-Coanda jet. At a high blowing condition,
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Pressure Tap Postion: Zero at
body centerline (inches)

Fig. 6 Static pressure distribution on back face for two slot back:
squares—V, = 2V.^ triangles—zero net drag flow; circles—no flow.

Fig. 8 Photograph of tj-in.-long tufts 3-in. downstream of model. Left,
no blowing; right, blowing for zero drag case; two slots, V., =
30 m/s.

radii tested proved capable of closing the wake, but less efficiently than the two slot body rear.
Figure 8 shows flow visualization results using tufts. The
left photograph shows a 25fi-s exposure of the flow 12.7 mm
(3 in.) behind the body. The recirculating flow is clearly evident. The right photograph shows the same situation, but
with the Coanda jet at the zero drag flow velocity. The wake
is completely eliminated and, from Fig. 7, has in fact been
replaced by a central jet. Figure 9 shows corresponding photographs while using a single freestream tuft. The Coanda
jet's entrainment appetite and ability to turn the freestream
flow, thus filling the base region, are clearly revealed.

40 i

Discussion

Position Parallel To Rear Face Measured
From Centerline (inches)

Fig. 7 Velocity profile one body diam downstream of model with two
slot back and Vv = 30 m/s.

that of no effective drag, it can be seen on the pressure profile
plot that the wake low pressure region has been replaced by
a large pressure recovery region, indicating a large thrusting
force, large enough to cancel all drag forces on the body. The
pressure coefficient is seen to exceed unity over a significant
region of the base. We were unable to instrument the radiused
portion of the body, but would expect that the pressure at
this location to be subambient as is required by the Euler n
equation. 22 It is of interest to note that the square back always
produced increased suction in the base region with jet blowing, consistent with the inability to produce zero net drag.
Velocity profiles were taken at a distance of one body diameter downstream using a Kiel probe. Results for the two
slot body at a tunnel speed of 30 m/s are presented in Fig. 7.
For the condition of no blowing we observe a typical momentum deficit as would be expected behind a bluff body of
this sort. However, at the condition of jet velocity being twice
the ambient velocity the wake is nearly eliminated; the width
of the wake has been greatly decreased and the absolute velocities vary by only 10% across the entire rear of the body.
This is a direct consequence of the strong entraining capability
of the Coanda Jet. Upon reaching the condition of zero effective drag, the wake has lost most of its momentum deficit
and has developed a centrally located momentum excess. Similar profiles may also be developed using the single outer slot
arrangement, but the overall power equation for the body is
not as favorable. The single slot body rear at any of the three

There are several possible applications and extensions of
the result presented here. First, Coanda blowing could offer
drag reduction for trucks, cars, transport aircraft, and other
semibluff bodies for which streamlining the rear end is impractical. In the case of a truck such as a tractor/trailer configuration, the number of sides that needs to be blown, the
effects of corners, the ground effect, as well as the effects of
crosswind are worthy of investigation. Second, a Coanda propulsion system can be designed to be self-contained within a
body in which fluid may be sucked from the surroundings and
blown out the rear in a Coanda jet, taking advantage of the
thrust for propulsion of the body and the drag reducing qualities of the jet for efficiency. Third, Coanda blowing may be
used to eliminate or minimize the wake signature of a body
using little net power.
As a point of possible practical interest it should also be
noted that in a real vehicle the jet fluid could be entrained
from the front and sides of the vehicle at or near the ambient
flow velocity, reducing the power requirement for bringing
the flow to twice the ambient velocity, while increasing the
intake momentum drag; new power ratios would have to be
defined which incorporate this fact. In addition, our comparisons of PR are made to a PR(. which do not reflect losses
that a conventional jet system must also sustain. Such a correction might extend the range of beneficial operation. The
power ratios we have calculated assume an initial state of zero
velocity; inlet momentum drag was not at play in our experiments as the air was supplied independently of the freestream.
Our results show that increasing the number of slots from
one to two produced a significant improvement in performance. This may be related to a better distribution of the
high momentum fluid in the Coanda jet. A further increase
in the number of slots for a body of the size tested is impractical owing to machining constraints. The height of the
slot was also not varied in this work, but should be investigated
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Fig. 9 Photograph of single tuft parallel to model. Left, no blowing;
right, blowing for zero drag case; single outer slot, V., = 30 mis.

in the future. Clearly, it would be beneficial to test larger
scale devices with a larger number of slots and to determine
the optimum number, placement and height. Multiple slots
would also appear of interest in existing applications where
the tendency has been to utilize single slots. There also appears to be a small Reynolds number effect in our results,
with better performance at higher Reynolds number. Testing
of a larger scale body would also be beneficial from this point
of view.
The significant entraining and mixing ability of the Coanda
jet was seen in Fig. 9. While this feature has been used in the
BP INDAIR flare, it appears that the present configuration
with multiple slots together with a central jet affords the possibility of increased flexibility in mixing and combustion applications.
Finally, the experiments reported here may be related to
current ideas on convective vs absolute instability.36:37 In this
approach, the stability of a shear layer may be absolutely
unstable for reverse flow, but convectively unstable for forward flow; consequently, the shear layer development occurring just past the separation line on a bluff body might be
impacted, depending upon the shape and direction of the
mean velocity profile. Clearly, Coanda blowing affects the
profile of the separating shear layer and could therefore affect
the wake development and drag of the bluff body.

Conclusions
This work has sought to investigate the ability of Coanda
jet blowing to modify the base pressure and wake of a bluff
body, and hence produce overall drag reduction. It is found
that multiple slot blowing is superior to single slot blowing.
Also, blowing with a jet velocity from 1 to 2 times the ambient
velocity produces a beneficial drag modification of the body.
The recirculating wake is eliminated and is replaced by freestream fluid entrained by the Coanda jet. Base pressure rises
significantly. It is also possible to produce negative drag (i.e.,
thrust) with this configuration. By judiciously selecting the
jet blowing velocity, it is possible to produce a nearly flat
wake velocity profile. Application to larger scale bodies and
to rectangular bodies warrants further investigations. The significant entraining ability of the Coanda jet suggests possible
combustion applications.
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